
Video Brochure
Ipsen’s ATLAS atmosphere furnace line, which is 
manufactured and serviced in the USA, combines 
the achievements of past atmosphere furnaces 
with the evolutionary innovations of the future. 
This video showcases the single-chain model’s 
features, benefits and technological advantages, 
including:

   •  Load size of 36” x 48” x 38” (W x L x H)

   •  Improved functionality and precision of the 
       quenching system – TurboQuench™

   •  Intelligent controls with predictive process
       capabilities – Carb-o-Prof®

Batch Furnace System – Single-Chain Model 

or visit
IpsenUSA.com/ATLAS-Video-Brochure

Call Our Sales Team

800-727-7625
International: +1-815-332-2695

Ask for Rene, ext. 2695

Scan the QR code to view the video:

Gleason
INTRODUCES 300GMSP ANALYTICAL 
GEAR INSPECTION SYSTEM

Gleason Corporation recently intro-
duced its latest gear metrology innova-
tion at the Control Show in Stuttgart, 
Germany, on May 5.

The 300GMSP Analytical  Gear 
Inspection System is designed to operate 
in production environments while yield-
ing reliable measurement results, with 
integrated systems designed to com-
pensate for the typical production floor 
thermal, vibratory and contamination 
dynamics that normally compromise the 
performance of metrology systems.

A patent-pending base design includes 
a leveling system to attenuate a broad 
spectrum of normal production environ-
ment vibrations, yielding measurement 
values in parallel with those achieved in 
controlled calibration laboratories, but 
without the delay of having to move to 
the lab location.

Thermal fluctuations normally associ-
ated with shop floor environments are 
proactively compensated for, allowing for 
reliable inspection results. The system 
identifies and applies a compensation for 
factory floor influences in real time.

The 300GMSP Analytical  Gear 
Inspection System is designed and tested 
to perform as a turn-key gear inspection 
system in the manufacturing environ-
ment, and is the solution to gear inspec-

t i on  for  to d ay ’s 
applications in aero-
space, automotive, 
and smaller power 
transmission indus-
tries.

This latest addition 
to the GMS Series (with 
models available for gears 
up to 3,000 mm in diam-
eter) includes features like 
surface finish measure-
ment and prismatic fea-
ture measurement. It is 
also includes the Gleason 
GAMA 3.0 applications 
software suite which, like 
its GAMA 2.0 predecessor, offers users 
an intuitive user interface and simple 
input screens for programming of work-
piece and cutting tool data. GAMA 3.0 
also includes tutorial information on the 
gear features with verbiage, pictures and 
videos that are user editable.

The 300GMS P is equipped with a 
new ergonomically mounted operator 
workstation and an Advanced Operator 
Interface — both designed to improve 
the operator’s effectiveness at every stage 
of the inspection process.

The Advanced Operator Interface puts 
a number of tools right at the opera-

tor’s fingertips, including an environ-
mental monitoring station to record tem-
perature and humidity as well as video 
telephony, note pad and voice mail mes-
saging capability, Gleason Connect for 
enhanced remote diagnostic support, 
creation of standard work instructions, 
online training tools, multi-lingual com-
munication and more.
For more information:
Gleason Corporation
Phone: (585) 473-1000
www.gleason.com

Klüber Lubrication
INTRODUCES SYNTHETIC GREASE FOR EXTREME CLIMATIC CONDITIONS

Klϋber Lubrication recently introduced 
Klübersynth EM 94-102, a fully syn-
thetic lubricating grease incorporating 
a calcium complex soap thickener. The 
thickener enables formation of a resil-

ient lubricating film that provides high 
resistance to mechanical-dynamic loads 
while enabling wear protection.

Klübersynth EM 94-102 can be used 
in a variety of applications under differ-

ent climatic conditions 
due to its wide service 
temperature range. As 
a result, various friction 
points can be supplied 
with one single lubri-
cant, avoiding confusion 
due to multiple lubricant 
selection and use.

The  res i s tance  to 
water and corrosion pro-

tection properties of Klübersynth EM 
94-102 make it suitable for use in wet 
and humid areas. Examples include roll-
ing and plain bearings for winter sport 
applications, like ski lift equipment and 
snow grooming vehicles, or industrial 
offshore and marine applications.

Klübersynth EM 94-102 is suitable for 
an array of applications because of its 
wear protection, adhesion characteris-
tics, load capacity and low-temperature 
behavior.
For more information:
Klüber Lubrication North America L.P.
Phone: (603) 647-4104
www.klubersolutions.com
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Video Brochure
Ipsen’s ATLAS atmosphere furnace line, which is 
manufactured and serviced in the USA, combines 
the achievements of past atmosphere furnaces 
with the evolutionary innovations of the future. 
This video showcases the single-chain model’s 
features, benefits and technological advantages, 
including:

   •  Load size of 36” x 48” x 38” (W x L x H)

   •  Improved functionality and precision of the 
       quenching system – TurboQuench™

   •  Intelligent controls with predictive process
       capabilities – Carb-o-Prof®

Batch Furnace System – Single-Chain Model 

or visit
IpsenUSA.com/ATLAS-Video-Brochure

Call Our Sales Team

800-727-7625
International: +1-815-332-2695

Ask for Rene, ext. 2695

Scan the QR code to view the video:



Mesys
SHAFT SYSTEM SOFTWARE OFFERS 
ADVANTAGES FOR GEARBOXES

The Mesys shaft and bearing calculation 
software is mainly purposed for bearing 
analysis, but it also offers advantages for 
gearbox manufacturers.

The Mesys shaft system calculations 
allow the definition of shaft systems cou-
pled by gears and bearings. Cylindrical 
gear pairs, planetary stages, bevel and 
worm gears are supported. The software 
includes rating for bearings and shafts, but 
no gear calculations. Instead, interfaces 
to several gear calculation programs are 
available. Currently interfaces are avail-
able to GWJ eAssistant, Hexagon ZAR1+, 
KISSsoft, Dontyne GPS and TBK 2014.

Shaft geometry with loading and sup-
ports can be defined for each shaft; gear 
connections and rules for positioning 
can be defined and load spectra can be 
considered. The result overview at the 
bottom of the program shows bearing 
life, bearing contact stress, flank and root 
safety for the gears and safety factors for 
shaft strength.

Gear connections can be defined by 
selecting two gears. This information is 
then also used for positioning. The inte-
gration of gear calculation programs is dif-
ferent. The web based eAssistant by GWJ 
Technology is directly integrated into the 
user interface and is shown if a gear pair is 
selected. For other programs an additional 
window is shown. All gear calculation data 
is saved with the shaft systems.

For the calculation of the load dis-
tribution the shafts are considered as 
Thimoshenko beam elements and the 
deformation of the teeth are taken into 
account using the gear mesh stiffness, 
which can be taken from the gear calcu-
lation. As the calculation considers the 
shaft system, deformations of both shafts 
are taken into account. Bearing stiffness 
is considered, housing stiffness matrices 
could be considered too, if available.

In version 04/2015 an automatic 
parameter variation is added to the soft-
ware. This parameter variation is best 

used to analyze results dependent on one 
or two parameters. Unfortunately, many 
parameters have tolerances. This could be 
addressed by using the statistical version 
of the parameter variation. This allows 
many parameters to vary within ranges 
and a given distribution.
For more information:
Mesys AG
Phone: 41 44 455 68 00
www.mesys.ch
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Seco
UNVEILS LATEST EVOLUTION IN DURATOMIC TECHNOLOGY 
WITH THREE NEW GRADES FOR TURNING STEEL

With the unveiling of its next-genera-
tion Duratomic Technology, Seco Tools, 
LLC recently introduced three new turn-
ing insert grades that achieve the bal-
ance of toughness and hardness when 
machining steel alloys and other work-
piece materials such as cast irons and 
stainless steels.

The new TP2501, TP1501 and TP0501 
represent an expansion of the Duratomic 
technology introduced by Seco in 2007, 
which was the industry’s first textured, 
a-based Al2O3 coating. The Duratomic 
CVD aluminium-oxide coating pro-
cess manipulates coating components 
at an atomic level to achieve improved 
mechanical and thermal properties and 
enhance performance.

The TP2501, TP1501 and TP0501 
combine the benefits of aluminumox-
ide coatings with specially developed 
compositions of the tools’ bulk sub-
strates and cobalt-enriched zones. 
Modifications of those elements make 

the new grades both tougher and more 
wear resistant. According to Seco, the 
latest Duratomic technology used in 
TP2501, TP1501 and TP0501 improves 
productivity by at least 20% in aver-
age turning applications as compared 
with the original TP2500, TP1500 and 
TP0500 grades.

In addition to achieving the tough-
ness and hardness balance, the new 
inserts incorporate Edge Intelligence, 
a used-edge detection technology. The 
insert surfaces feature an approximately 

0.1μm-thick chrome-colored coating. 
Black aluminum oxide showing through 
the chrome-colored coating identifies 
a used insert edge and allows operators 
on shop floors to spot them. Also, key to 
Edge Intelligence is that its high-contrast 
used-edge marks do not impact tool per-
formance or machining-related param-
eters such as cutting data. As a result, 
manufacturers can process more parts 
per edge, limit production interruptions 
and reduce waste.

U.S. Office Location (Chicago)
Email inquiries to: alex@dragon.co.kr
1865A Hicks Road, Rolling Meadows, IL  60008
  PHONE: 847-375-8892  Fax: 224-220-1311
     

DTR has sales territories available.  Call for more information.

  WWW.DRAGON.CO.KR
(formerly Dragon Precision Tools)

DTR. Your best choice for high quality gear cutting tools.

DTR is a world class supplier of the finest high performance long-life gear 
manufacturing tools, for small and large gear cutting applications. 
Established in 1976, we are one of the world’s largest producers of cutting 
tools, shipping to over 20 countries.

DTR offers a full line of gear cutting tools including:
• Hobs
• Carbide Hobs
• Shaper Cutters
• Milling Cutters

We can produce virtually any tool you need for auto, aerospace, wind, 
mining, construction and other industrial gears.

Every tool is precision-made utilizing high speed steel, premium powder 
metal or carbide and the latest in coatings, to achieve superior cutting and 
long life. DTR uses top of the line equipment including Reischauer CNC 
grinders and Klingelnberg CNC sharpeners and inspection equipment.

Learn more about our outstanding quality tools at www.dragon.co.kr. 
Call us at 847-375-8892 for your local sales representative or 

Email alex@dragon.co.kr for a quotation. 

Headquarters
36B-11L, Namdong Industrial Complex, Namdong-Gu, Incheon, Korea
     PHONE: +82.32.814.1540
     FAX:       +82.32.814.5381

All the Gear Cutting Tools You Will Ever Need are Right HereAll the Gear Cutting Tools You Will Ever Need are Right HereAll The Gear Cutting Tools You Will Ever Need Are Right HereAll The Gear Cutting Tools You Will Ever Need Are Right Here
DTR is one of the world’s largest producers.

• Chamfering and Deburring Tools
• Broaches
• Master Gears
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TP2501, TP1501 and TP0501 are 
available in a range of insert sizes and 
geometries to accommodate everything 
from roughing to finishing operations. 
Plus, the three grades’ application areas 
overlap, resulting in a seamless progres-
sion, without gaps, from inserts engi-
neered to reliably handle a wide range of 
general applications at moderate cutting 
speeds through tools that permit process 
optimization with higher parameters.

TP2501 is a versatile grade with secure 
edge toughness behavior that brings reli-

able part production to general steel 
turning applications. TP1501 is a general 
grade with well-balanced properties that 
make it suitable for applications requir-
ing high wear resistance in low-alloy 
steel workpieces.

TP0501 is a general grade suited for 
stable machining conditions and situa-
tions requiring high output. Of the new 
TP grades, it provides the highest possi-
ble wear resistance and/or cutting speeds 
in high-alloy and abrasive steel turning 
applications.

For more information:
Seco Tools, LLC.
Phone: (248) 528-5444
www.secotools.com/us

NPI
INTRODUCES MODEL 450 
SLIDING-JAW AIR CHUCK

Northf ield Precision Instrument 
Corporation recently introduced its 
Model 450 Sliding-Jaw Air Chuck. This 
air chuck (0.0001" TIR) has special 
ID-gripping Top Jaws and an Integral 
Axial Locator.

Northfield Precision Instrument has 
a customer who inspects and balances 
torque converters and other driveline 
parts. The customer requested a chuck 
that could expand to grip the ID of their 
female splined shafts while it rotates on 
their balancing machine. Previously, 
their customer used a “homemade” 
fixture that had a slip-fit without the 
expanding capability to grip the ID of 
the part. Northfield custom-designed 
their Model 450 sliding-jaw air chuck to 
also grip the ID of the part.

Northfield Precision Instrument 
designs and manufactures the world’s 
most accurate air chucks for any lathe, 
boring machine, grinder or VMC. 
Models include through-hole, high-
speed and quick-change. Chucks are 
available in SAE or metric, in sizes start-
ing at 76 mm. Accuracies of 0.001" to 
0.00001"(0.254 m) are guaranteed.
For more information:
Northfield Precision Instrument Corporation
Phone: (516) 431-1928
www.northfield.com

LXRD
WIDEBODY

LXRD
STANDARD

LXRD
MODULAR MAPPING

iXRD
STANDARD

mXRD
ULTRA PORTABLE

Choose from one of our portable or 
laboratory systems, or utilize our ISO 17025 
laboratories for accurate and effi cient 
contract measurement services.

For more information contact us at 
info@protoxrd.com or 1-313-965-2900
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HIGHEST 
QUALITY

FASTEST 
DELIVERY
SPIRAL BEVEL AND HYPOID GEARS 
FROM DESIGN TO DOORSTEP 
IN AS LITTLE AS FIVE WEEKS.

OUR BRAND-NEW, STATE-OF-THE-ART 
FACILITY IS AS9100 CERTIFIED, PRODUCING 
THE HIGHEST QUALITY SPIRAL BEVEL, 
HYPOID, SPUR, AND HELICAL GEARS.
OUR CLOSED-LOOP SYSTEM, COUPLED 
WITH OUR GRIND-FROM-SOLID 
TECHNOLOGY, ENSURE CONSISTENT 
QUALITY AND QUICK TURNAROUND.

LEADER IN GROUND TOOTH 
SPIRAL BEVEL GEARS

+1 855 RAV GEAR WWW.RAVEGEARS.COM

Walter
INTRODUCES CAPTO 
FINE BORING TOOL WITH 
MODULAR DESIGN

Walter has introduced the B3230 Walter 
Capto fine boring tool. This highly flex-
ible, single edge precision boring tool, 
available in diameters ranging from 
0.078 to 7.992 in. with an adjustment 
accuracy of 0.0001 in. on the diame-
ter, can be used for standard as well as 
reverse machining and features internal 
coolant supply up to the cutting edge. 
A range of indexable inserts adapted 
for precision boring is available for use 
with this new fine boring tool, allow-
ing for optimal cutting parameters to be 
employed for each material.

Heightening the B3230’s flexibility 
is the fact that it is available with the 
Walter Capto™ modular toolholding 
interface, as well as NCT and ScrewFit. 
Along with its high clamping force and 
even force distribution, the Walter Capto 
interface significantly enhances the new 
tool’s versatility. That’s because many of 
today’s machine tools include a Capto 
interface as standard because Capto is 
the most universal of interfaces, suit-
able for turning, drilling, counterboring 
and precision boring, as well as for mill-
ing, in both rotating and static modes. 
With this unique interface system, all 
machining operations can be performed 
on lathes, machining centers and turn-
mill centers.

Walter, a global leader in the metal-
working industry with over 90 years of 
experience in precision cutting tools 
for milling, drilling, turning, bor-
ing and specialized tools, helps cus-
tomers improve process reliability and 
increase productivity. With Regional 
Headquarters in Waukesha, WI, Walter 
markets its competence brands Walter 
Valenite, Walter Titex, Walter Prototyp 
and Walter Multiply through a strong 
network of distributors and field engi-
neers across subsidiaries in the USA, 
Canada, Mexico, Brazil and Argentina.
For more information:
Walter USA, LLC
Phone: (800) 945-5554
www.walter-tools.com/us
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Klingelnberg
UNVEILS NEW PRODUCTS AT CONTROL IN STUTTGART

Klingelnberg unveiled the P 16, a new 
solution for efficient measurement of 
small components, at Control Stuttgart 
2015. From May 5-8, the system supplier 
presented a round of talks covering its 
entire range of products and services.

The five big segments — “gear mea-
surement,” “shop-floor measurement,” 
“dimension, form, and position mea-

surement,” “measured value analysis,” 
and the segment covering Klingelnberg’s 
wide range of services — together shared 
a presentation space of 220 m2.

“With the P 16, we are offering a 
machine based on the tried-and-true 
qualities of the P series, but which comes 
in below the P 26 in terms of footprint,” 
said Dr. Christof Gorgels, division man-

ager for measuring instrument construc-
tion.

Because the P 16 is based on P series 
technology, all software application pro-
grams are compatible.

The P 16 owes its compact size to a 
modification: Because of a newly devel-
oped workpiece clamping system 
which is optimally adapted to accom-
modate small workpieces, there is no 
need for a counter support. This allowed 
Klingelnberg to design a relatively small 
machine.

“The workpiece mounting of small 
components is often accomplished 
using a chuck,” said Georg Mies, head 
of measuring machine development at 
Klingelnberg “For this reason, we devel-
oped for the P 16 an innovative electrical 
clamping system that has been integrat-
ed into the workpiece axis. This clamp-
ing system is suitable both for circu-
lar and cylindrical components and for 
mounting short shafts.”

With the new precision measuring 
center, Klingelnberg is targeting areas in 
which the demands for precision in vol-
ume production are becoming increas-
ingly stringent.

“The P 16 is specifically tailored for the 
requirements of small components, par-
ticularly those required in the automo-
tive, power tools, pumps, e-mobility and 
small drives market segments,” said Mies.
For more information:
Klingelnberg GmbH
Phone: +49 2192 81-0
www.klingelnberg.com
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SCAN THIS QR CODE 
TO LEARN MORE ABOUT 
OUR GEAR CUTTERS!

GEAR CUTTERS BACKED BY 
A WORLD OF EXPERTISE

Capitalizing on our global 
experience in gear cutting, 
Seco has developed a 
comprehensive line of 
indexable gear hobs and 
gashers. This range of cutters 
incorporates insert grades 
and coatings that allow you 
to maximize the productivity 
of your specifi c application.

To boost your cost 
effectiveness, each insert 
features multiple cutting 
edges. Additionally, we 
customize each cutter to 
your unique needs, ensuring 
the best possible solution.
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Heimatec
INTRODUCES COOLANT-THRU FEATURE

Heimatec recently announced the immediate availability of its newest 
development, a coolant-thru feature on all the company’s current line 
items.

Coolant-thru technology is often the answer for faster, cleaner cutting 
on larger and deeper parts, where the chips and excess heat build-up are 
significant challenges. Heimatec now offers high-pressure coolant-thru 
designs up to 1000 psi on straight and 2000 psi on angle head tools.

“Production drilling should almost always be done with internal cool-
ant tools and this development means we’ll be able to satisfy more cus-
tomer needs in that area.” says Heimatec 
President Preben Hansen.
For more information:
Heimatec, Inc.
Phone: (847) 749-0633
www.heimatecinc.com

AKGears
UNVEILS LATEST 
TOOTH ROOT FILLET 
OPTIMIZATION SOFTWARE

AKGears recently introduced the only 
commercially available tooth root fillet 
optimization software that defines the 
tooth root fillet profile to provide mini-
mum bending stress concentration.

The software allows increasing gear 
load capacity by 15-25% and is appli-
cable to involute and non-involute gears 
with external and internal, symmetric 
and asymmetric teeth. This optimization 
technique is presently employed in vari-
ous gear drives for aerospace (Boeing), 
automotive (Delphi), medical devic-
es (Abbott Labs), consumer products 
(Panasonic), and many other industries.
For more information:
AKGears, LLC
Phone: (651) 308-8899
www.akgears.com
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Ti-Coating
ANNOUNCES ITS TINALOX 
SN2 COATING FOR 
APPLICATIONS IN ALL ISO 
MATERIALS

Ti-Coating recently announced its new 
PVD coating Tinalox SN2 for indexable 
carbide tooling. The Tialn-based coating 
provides excellent machining character-
istics and extends tool life for a variety of 
applications including turning, threading 
and milling. The properties of Tinalox 
SN2 allow it to machine a range of mate-
rials from steel to stainless steel and cast 
iron. The supernitride coating also pro-
vides high oxidation resistance.

“With Tinalox SN2, we have a sin-
gle coating to offer customers who rou-
tinely machine a variety of materials,” 
said Keith Metzinger, sales manager for 

Oelheld
INTRODUCES AIRFORGE 4027 CLEAN LUBRICATION

Oelheld U.S. recently introduced 
AirForge 4027, a newly developed pro-
tective lubricant for hot forging of steel 
and alloys.

It’s designed to deliver results when 
metal protection against oxidation, gas 
diffusion and heat is required. AirForge 
4027 is colorless and does not contain 
graphite. AirForge 4027 is diluted in 

water and can be used either by dipping 
or spraying the metal blanks.

The product is designed for a wide 
range of operations, even on challeng-
ing work piece shapes. It is free of lead 
or any other toxic components and does 
not contain solvents.

For more information:
Oelheld U.S., Inc.
Phone: (847) 531-8501
www.oelheld.com

PEOPLE AND TECHNOLOGY 
MAKE THE DIFFERENCE

At Presrite, our experience, innovation and expertise 

ensure that you get the best net and near-net forgings. 

Our new Tech Center has state-of-the-art design, 

engineering technology and die-making capabilities.

• Dedicated state-of-the-art facility

• Presses up to 6,000 tons of capacity

• .008-.060 stock allowance on gear blanks

• ISO 9001:2008

• TS 16949:2009

www.presrite.com • 216-441-5990
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Ti-Coating. “Furthermore, the coating 
performs predictably at a range of cut-
ting speeds and applications, from fin-
ish to medium. The coating is the latest 
addition to the company’s range of PVD 
and CVD coatings.”
For more information:
Ti-Coating, Inc
Phone: (800) 262-5166
www.ticoating.com

eXPECT 
MORE 

Our team is committed to keeping our 
promises and ensuring your complete 

satisfaction from inquiry to delivery.

Fast Quoting

Exceptional Product Quality

On-Time Delivery

1.800.569.1420 

McInnesRolledRings.com/ExpectMore

“I’ll get your quote
  within 4 hours.”
Brandy - Inside Sales Associate

Gleason
INTRODUCES NEW BEVEL GEAR LAPPING TECHNOLOGY

Gleason Corporation recently announced SmartLAP, a technology for lapping bevel 
gear sets, with increased productivity, control and data collection.

Available on the Gleason 600HTL Turbo Lapper Hypoid Lapping Machine (both 
new and as a field retrofit), the SmartLAP system combines a unique, yet simple gear 
spindle design with real-time motion-error measurement. It brings dynamic lapping 
forces under active servo control. The instantaneous tooth-to-tooth forces are no lon-
ger just a function of incoming part quality and passive physics but are instead actively 
modified by this smart mechatronic system to consistently improve DIN/AGMA part 
quality.

These enhanced dynamics also enable 
higher productivity without compro-
mising quality. Pinion speeds and gear 
torques can now be increased by 30% 
or more without introducing the spac-
ing errors that previously prevented fast-
er cycles. The system also compensates 
for workholding run-out errors, making 
production less sensitive to tooling con-
ditions. In addition, the tester-like data 
that is collected is displayed during the 
lapping process, giving users real-time 
insight into the process.
For more information:
Gleason Corporation
Phone: (585) 473-1000
www.gleason.com
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Suhner
OFFERING SU-FLOCK SILENT FLEX SHAFT FOR NOISE REDUCTION; 
XXL SHAFT FOR DIFFICULT TASKS

Flexible shafts do not create noise, 
but they can transmit vibrations from 
the power source, thus creating unac-
ceptable sound levels. Suhner Mfg., 
Inc. supplies ready-to-use assemblies 
according to various specs that are 
proven technologies; simple, ready-to-

use solutions; virtually maintenance-
free; rugged and durably designed; and 
environmentally friendly.

SU-Flock shafts have been especial-
ly designed for applications in which 
noise is a critical factor such as luxury 
car power seats. There are numerous 

applications in other fields where fric-
tion and noise are of critical impor-
tance. These shafts are available either 
spiral flocked or fully flocked.

Suhner also offers a heavy-duty flex-
shaft able to exceed 3,500 inch-pound 
in braking torque while offering a bend 
radius of less than 20 inches. This 1” 
core diameter shaft is characterized by 
its strength and flexibility, allowing it to 
achieve most difficult tasks.
For more information:
Suhner Mfg., Inc.
Phone: (706) 235-8046
info.usa@suhner.com
www.suhner.com

© 3M 2014. 3M is a trademark of 3M Company. 
Used under license by 3M subsidiaries and affi liates.

3M offers one of the world’s most 
extensive portfolios of precision 
abrasives for grinding and fi nishing 
powertrain components – all 
engineered to take you to the next 
level of precision and productivity.

Gear up with high-performance 3M 
abrasives for applications including:

•  Gear grinding

•  Camshaft and crankshaft grinding

•  Cylindrical grinding

•  Centerless grinding

•  Microfi nishing

•  Dressing and truing

NEW! Driven by Innovation
A 16-page brochure devoted 
exclusively to grinding 
and fi nishing powertrain 
components. To receive 
your free copy – and to fi nd 
additional information on 3M 
abrasives for powertrain 
components, visit:

A 16-page brochure devoted 
exclusively to grinding 
and fi nishing powertrain 
components. To receive 
your free copy – and to fi nd 

www.3M.com/PrecisionGTAug

Powered
by precision

3M™ Abrasives 
for Powertrain 
Components
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